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With the beginning of 2021, there comes a renewed sense of optimism and hope. The Behavioral Health Response
Teams (BHRT) and BHU as a whole have been provided access to the COVID-19 vaccine, and at the end of March,
everyone returned to working within the office again. However, the BHU has been reduced to three Behavioral
Health Response Teams from five due to staffing restructures within the Bureau. There will now be one team per
precinct (North, Central & East). We continually strive to serve our community in creative and effective ways.

Mental Health Awareness
What is a Warmline?
A warmline is a telephone service (aka a call line) for people looking to discuss their daily struggles. Warmlines are staffed with peers who have lived experience of mental health and addiction struggles and are
open to sharing their stories of challenging situations, recovery, and perseverance. Moreover, they listen to
callers share their own struggles. Anyone can call a warm-line (for free) to talk about their day, learn more
about mental health resources in the area, and/or receive peer support as they themselves serve as a caregiver for a family member going through a mental health crisis.

The idea behind this community-based model of mental health support is that callers can talk with peers
confidentially, without fear of what they say being misinterpreted or acted upon in a way that may be unhelpful. On their end, peers can share stories of hope and healing from their own lives while offering voluntary and recovery-oriented support for callers. This approach centers on personal connection and respect. It
seeks to support the caller’s decisions about the kind of mental health care they would like to receive that
day.
Some preliminary studies on warmlines indicate that people who use warmlines show a reduction in the
use of mental health crisis services; a reduction in their sense of isolation; and an increase in visits to primary care visits, leisure activities, and time spent among others (See Dalgin & Driscoll 2011; Dalgin et al. 2018).
What is more, 33 states now have peer warmlines.
David Romprey Oregon Warmline, 1-800-698 -2392,
every day 9am - 11pm. Free to any Oregonian, Up to 20
minutes of support
-Connection first
-Listening without judgment
-No diagnosing, real empowering support
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Protest Forms Around Officers Helping Person In Crisis
A protest that formed around a crisis call involving a man holding a knife downtown prompted a call for
help citywide.
On Friday, January 15, 2021, at about 1:00 p.m., Central Precinct officers responded to a welfare check call
outside an apartment building in the 300 block of Southwest 4th Avenue. The call indicated that a man had
jumped from a second-story window of the building, pulled out a knife, and began waving it around at
passing people and cars.
The 30-year-old man showed arriving officers his knife, held it to his neck, and said he would kill himself if
they came any closer. An Enhanced Crisis Intervention Team (ECIT) officer began a dialogue with the man
in crisis, while other officers attempted to clear the area hoping to reduce the stress of the situation. The
officers learned that the man had schizophrenia and was highly paranoid. He not only threatened to kill
himself, but he also said he would hurt others as well. Rather than rush in, exacerbating a dangerous situation, officers slowed down, kept their distance, and exercised patience and de-escalation.
The negotiation lasted for about 90 minutes before two separate crowds of protesters began showing up
to the north and south. Some in the crowd started chanting, and one even started using a bullhorn. The
Pictures of BHU ECIT Graduation?
extra noise and distraction made it impossible for the specially trained officers to speak to the man. Officers implored the crowd to stop interfering, but their energy only increased. Even when the suicidal man's
mother arrived and begged the crowd to stop, most in the group continued. Some in the crowd began
threatening the officers. A supervisor requested resources citywide, and all available officers responded
from North and East Precincts. This caused a significant resource drain citywide, and all but the highest
priority calls had to wait. The officers had to don helmets and face shields to protect themselves as they
stood in front of the hostile crowd.
The officers consulted with the Crisis Negotiation Team, whose members were able to find a mental
health professional familiar with the man. They learned that the man could be a threat to himself and violent toward others. After over 3 hours of negotiation, the incident commander set into motion a plan to
take the man into custody. A K9 unit was used to divert his attention by barking so officers could safely
approach him. A Conducted Electrical Weapon (CEW, or Taser) was used to prevent him from using the
knife, and he was taken into custody and transported by ambulance to a hospital. Besides the minor punctures from the CEW probes, he was uninjured. Officers placed him on a Police Officer Hold so that medical
professionals could evaluate him.
As primary responders to crisis calls, all Portland Police Bureau officers receive 40 hours of Crisis Intervention Training and annual CIT refresher training. In addition, the Bureau has volunteer officers from a variety of patrol assignments on the Enhanced Crisis Intervention Team (ECIT). These officers will be the first
responders dispatched by 9-1-1 to crisis calls that are determined to be related to an individual with mental illness. ECIT officers receive additional training to identify risks during a behavioral health crisis, utilize
crisis communication techniques to help deescalate a person in crisis, and have knowledge of available
community resources.
The Multnomah County Mental Health Call Center is available 24 hours a day at 503-988-4888.
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Behavioral Health Unit Advisory Council Highlights
The mission of the Behavioral Health Unit Advisory Committee (BHUAC) is to provide guidance to
the City of Portland and the Portland Police Bureau in the development and expansion of Enhanced
Crisis Intervention Team (ECIT), Behavioral Health Response Teams (BHRT), Service Coordination
Team (SCT), Bureau of Emergency Communication (BOEC) crisis call triage, and utilization of community-based mental health services.
Behavioral Health Unit Advisory Committee (BHUAC) meetings are held eleven times a year. BHU
Advisory Committee meetings are not open to the public. Interested parties may contact the BHU
Advisory Committee at the following email address:
contactbhuac@gmail.com
You may locate additional information regarding the BHUAC at the following website:

https://www.portlandoregon.gov/police/68666
Beginning in the Spring of 2021, the BHUAC began holding Listen and Question Session Zoom
Meetings:
The first meeting took place on March 24, 2021. Presenters included the Committee’s Chair, Janie
Gullickson, Executive Director of Mental Health & Addictions Association of Oregon, and Portland
Police Bureau Lieutenant Casey Hettman, who supervises the BHU, and Program Manager Emily
Rochon, who leads the Police Bureau’s Service Coordination Team.
At the first meeting, we discussed the role the BHUAC plays in relation to the BHU, what entities
participate in the committee, and the topics discussed and ultimately voted on. You may find the
PowerPoint slide presentation with more detailed information regarding the first meeting
at https://www.portlandoregon.gov/police/68666.
The second BHUAC Listen, and Question Session Zoom Meeting is scheduled to take place on June
23, 2021. Please reach out via contactbhuac@gmail.com to obtain the Zoom login or look for additional information on PPB’s Twitter, Facebook, or Portland City government website as the meeting
date approaches.
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Service Coordination Team Update

The Service Coordination Team (SCT) is a crime reduction program for the City of Portland,
managed by the Portland Police Bureau. The SCT is a component of the Behavioral Health
Unit (BHU). SCT is responsible for coordinating law enforcement, criminal justice, supportive housing, and treatment resources for individuals who are chronically arrested in
order to improve public safety, reinforce community livability, and increase quality of life
by breaking the cycle of addiction and criminality.
In 2011, Fletcher, who was struggling with addiction and homelessness, approached a police officer and asked for help. Fletcher approached Officer Stacy Dunn, who he had seen in
a newspaper article about Portland Police Bureau’s Service Coordination Team. Fletcher
had multiple arrests for low-level crimes connected to his addiction. Fletcher identified as
being a cocaine user and, “I got tired of it. I wanted to change, but I didn’t know how to do
it.”
Officer Dunn brought Fletcher directly to Central City Concern’s
Housing Rapid Response and was enrolled in the program the same
day. “Having my home became more important than using drugs,
and they kind of weaned me into treatment,” Fletcher stated.
As of April 18th, Fletcher celebrated 10 years clean and sober. He
has spent years giving back and working with individuals who have
struggled like himself and is currently the HR Employee Relationship Manager for Do Good Multnomah. He has a nice apartment, a
car and, “…most of all I enjoy a sober, good life.”
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BHU Presentations to PCCEP
The BHU Lieutenant and one Behavioral Health Response Team (BHRT)
member presented to the Portland
Committee on Community-Engaged
Policing (PCCEP) Behavioral Health
Subcommittee on December 01, 2020.
They discussed BHRT set up within
BHU, Enhanced Crisis Intervention
Training for the police (ECIT), and their
role within the BHU. The committee
reported that they felt it to be informative, and a good dialogue was
had.

The BHU continues to meet with the PCCEP Behavioral Health Subcommittee on an ongoing
monthly basis in response to requests for information regarding the work of BHU.

